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This document pt'esents an overview of knowledge

gained from the scientific explorations of the moon between 1969 and

%1972 in th'e Apollo Program. Answers are given to questions regarding
life on the moon, surface composition ofIrocks on the mooh, the
lature ofithe moon's interior, characteristics of lunar-?soil,ft the

age, history and origin of the moon. Also discussed are answers to

queStions derived from lunar research about the Earth's creation and

' early history, the chemical composition of4matter ejected bT the Sun

and th/e' Sun's past history,.and the early history of other planeti.

.se;tion on unanswered questions about the moon inclUdes topi=s sach
asr-themical composition of the whole moon, reasons for its uneven

shapel, composition of the cote, age of its youngest rocks. Several
,bdoks'for furthet reading are listed, and a source for eduCational
muierials from the Lunar Science Dnstitute is given. (CS)
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Open for Inspection. Apallo 10
7 aetronauts took this photo soon aftqr

leaving their, lunar orbit. Terminator

line at left runs at'obout 5 degrees
west longitude. Sea of Tranquility is
large dark area near center of photo.
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hat's
New,
on the
Moon?

joy Dr. Bevan M. 'French,
cl Program Chief

NASA Extraterrestrial Material4.
Researcn.Program

BEV* FRENCH, has studied

lunaosarripleS and terrestrial meteorite

, craters for more than 10 years. The
geologist manages NASA's programs
for researc.h on lunar sprnples,

meteoritesand ottier extraterrestrial
material while coritinuing work on
ancient meteorite craters. In 1973, Dr.

French helped discover a Brazilian
impact 'crater 25.miles in diameter and

150 million years old.
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In 1969 over half a billion people
witnessed The "impossible" coming
true as the first men walked, on the
.surface of the Moon. for the next
three years, people of many nationali-
ties watched a's one of the great
explorations of human history was
displayed .on iheir television screens..

Between 1969 and 1972, sup-
ported by thousands of scientists and
engineers beckon Earth, 12 astro-
nauts explored the surke of the.
Moon: Protected against the airless-
ness and the killing heat of the lunar s.

environment, they stayed on the
Moon fdr days and some of them
travelled for miles across its surface
in.tunar Rovers. They made scientific .
obseniatidns and set up instruments

lo probe the.intenor of the Moon.
,,They collected hundreds of pounds
of lunar rock and soil, thus beginning
the first attempt lo decipher the origin
andgeological history of anotiler
World from actual samples of its
crust. (Figure 1).

The initial excitement of new suc-
cess and discovery has passed. The
Ty sets no longer show astronauts
r9oving across.the sunlit lunar land-
scape., But here. on Earth,,scientists

are only now beginning to under-
stand the immense treasure bf new.

Figure 1. The New Explorer. Framed by the mountains
iround the Moon's LittroW Valley, Aihoi lo geologist-

astronaut Hirrison H. Schmitt sweeps with a special rake to
collect lunar samples. As it passes through the lunar soil, the
rake sieves and collects rock chips 1 to 2 cm (' 12 to one inch) in
size. The chips were returned to Earth tor analysis.

knowledge re1urned by.tlle Apollo 3

astronauts. ,

The Apollo Program has left us with
a large and priceless legacy of lunar
materials and data. We now hge
Moon rocks Collected from eight dif-
ferent places on the Moon (Figure 2).
The six Apollo landings returned a col-
Wion weighing 382 kilograms (843 )

Mnds) and consisting of more than
2,000 separate samples. Two auto-
mated Soviet spacecraft named
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, Figure 2 The Sampling of the Moon. Arrows indicate the locations froni
which lunar samplet have been returned to the Earth for scientific study.
The "A" symbols mark the landing sitq of the Apollo 11 through Apot 17
missions. (The Apollo 73 mission did not land, Enroute to the Moon, anl
oxygen tank exploded; the crew returned safely to Earth.) The "L" symbols'
indicate ihe sites neai the eastern edge of the Moon from which Russia's
automated lenders, Luna-16 and Luna-20, returned small samples ol lunar soil
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.Lun --16 and Luna-20 returned small
but ir,portant samples.totalling about
130 grams (liye ounces).

Instruments placed on the Moon by
The Al!rollo astronauts as long ago as

1 969 are still detecting moonquakes
. and meteorite impacts,.measuring .1

the Moon;s motions,.and recording
trig heat flowing out from the inside of
the Moon. The Apollo Program alto i
'carried out a major effort of photo-. I

graphing .and analyzing the surface i
of the Moon. Cameras on the .Apolicti
spacecraft obtained so many accu-i
rate photog*hs that we noW have
better maps of parts of the Moon ./

than we .do for some areas on Earth.
Special delectorsnear the cameras
measured the weak X-rays and radio-
activity given off by.the lunar surface.
Ficom these measurements, we hive

..been ble to determine the chen!iical
.comp sition of about one:quarter of
-:the oon's surface, arThrea the Size

,of e United States and Mexico Furthermore, lunar rocks contain only

. combined. By comparing the flight .--'" linfamourifs of the carbon and car-
data wit0 analyses of returned Moon,

we can draw conClusi s'

alwut\ the chemical compositi n and

nitur, of the entire Moon.

.. 'hus, in less than a decade, sci-
ence and the ga, I Io Program have
banged our Moon from an.unknown
arid unreachable object.into a familiar

.world.

01HAT HAS THE APOLLO
PROGRAM TOLD US
ABOUT THE MCION? ).

What have we gained from all this,
exploration? Before the landing of
Apollo 11 on July 20, 1969, the
nature and origin of the MOon.wpre

still mysteries. NoW, as a result of the
Apollo Program, we.can answer .
questions thalremained unsolved
gluring centuries crf speculation ucl.,
,kientific study: \
,

:(1) Is there life on the Moon?

:Despite careful searching, neither0v-
: ing 'organisms nor fossil life haxe )

been found in anylunar sarriples.
i The lunar rqcks were so barren of life

: that the 'quarantine period for re-
turned astronauts was 6 ropped, after

the third Apollo landing'.

I

The Moon has no water of any
kind, either free.or che licallyicf)m-

. bined in the rocks. Wa r is a S'1\
stance that -iS neCess ry. for life, and

it is therefore unlikely that'life Could
ever have oxiginated onstthe Moon.

I.

bon compounds out of which life is
4buitt, and most of t,his carbon is not,
gnht ve to the Moon but is brought to.
the lunar surface in 1-nettorites and

as atoms blasted out of "the sun.

(2) Whet is theMoon madoof?

Before the first Moon rocks wer'si
collected, we could analyze only two
types br bodies in oui soil system:
our own planet Earth'and the,Meteo-
rites that occasionally fall to Earth
from oyter s'pace. Now we haVe
learned-that the Moon is-chemically
differ nt from both of these, but it. is
rn like the Earth.,

The Moon is made of %cks. The
-.Moon rocks are so much lite Earth

rocks in their appearance that we
can.use the same terms to deschbe

both. The rocks are all igneous,
'Mich means that they formed by.the
cooling of molten lava. (No sedimen-
tary rocks, like limestone or shale,
which are.deposited in wate , have
ever been .klunci on the M

Tne dark regions (calle
that 'form the,atures of

I.

mana")

e Man in

_



the Moon" are low; level areas coy-
ered with layers okbasalt lava (Figure
3); a, rock similar to the lavas that
erupt fropterreStrial volcanoes in
Hawaii, Iceland, and elsewhere. The.
light-colored parts of the rton
(called "highlands") areahlher, more
rugged regions that are older than
the matia. These areas are made up
of several different kinds of rocks that

cooled slowly deep within the Moon
(Figure 4). Again using terrestrial

terms. we call these rooks gabbro,
norite, and anorthosite.

Despite these simprities, Moon

;7k

*"16,

,

AA.

Figure 3. Froon Lava from the Lunar Seas. This chunk of
(..) lunar lava returned by the Apollo 15 astronauts still preserves

bubbles produced as the lava poured out onto the surface of
the Moon more than 3 billion yeas ago The lava solidified so
quickly that the bubbles, formedby escaping gas, were
trapped in the solid rock. Because the Moon rocks contain no
water, some other must have formed !he bubbles.
Possible gases are carbon dioxide, sulfur-dioxide, or hydro-
chloric acid. The specimen is about 14 centimeters (6 inches).
across

,r)
Figure 4. The ancient crust of the Moon. A small rock
fragment, colletted by the Apollo 17 astri2nauts, holds the key
to the earliest history of the Moon. The ro!k, called a troctolite,
is composed mainly of two minerals, yelloWbrown olivine and
gray feldspar. The ge of this specimen is measured at 4.6
billion years. It may have been some of the first material to
solidify when the Moon was formed.
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rocks and Earth rocks are basically
different, and it is easy to tell them

apart by anI oyzing their chemistry or

by examining them under a micro

scope (Figure 5). The most obvious
difference is that M0011 rocks have 110

water at all, while a, Imost all lwrestnat
rocks coritato at least a percent or
two Of water The Moon rocks WO

therefore very well-preserved, be-
cause they, never were ableto react
with water to form clay minerals'or

Figure 5. The Fabric of the Moon. Undo an'
optical microscope, the crystal structures ol an
A00110 12 lunar basalt are revealed by shining
polarized light through a polished slice& rock
only a lew hundredths ol a millimeter thick
The rock contains crystals Of three minerals
yellow-brown pyroxene,,clear white feldspar,

-and black ilmenite The intergrowncharacter
of The crystals Is typical Of molten laira that
has *soldiked quickly The largest crystals are
about a millimeter long

Figurlo 6. Metal from the Moon. Faceted like
gems, tinAcrystals of iron metal nestling inia,
Cat* in a lunar rock are illuminated in this,'
picture taken with a scanning eleclron micro-
scope. The crystals, only a few thousandths of
a millimeter in size, were probably deposited
more than 3 billion years ago by a hot vapor
that contained no free oxygen and no water
These fragile crystals have been preserved un-

\ changed on the dry, airless Moon for billions.of
\ years; on Earth, they'would bequockly destroyed

byexpOsure to air and water if they were not
*\carefully Stor,ed in a dry,nitreigen atmosphere

'

rust A 3 yedr old n fo'k
looks fresher than water bearing Iva

lust erupted from i terre!;trial ytil

Ampler important difference is (dat

the Moon rocks formed where ther .

wais almost no free oxygen As 41

result, some of the iron in lunar rocks
was 1101 Ox101/00 when 1110,1101dr

lavas formed arid still.occurs as small
crystals of metallic iron Ovine 6 )

Because Moon rocks have never

been exposed to water o«)xygeri,
any contact with the Earth's iihrim-
phew could "rust- them badly For

iMIMMI=1"

10

thii'riIomithiu W111111011 )1/110

plt!!; are carefully !..fored

!Olen, of dry nitrogen. id no mom of
the lulu! mdlorrt-ttlin Her 46:.fly 6
uxposed lo the lnImmlory llmriii

phew While ttnimmiiIi Iii' being,
urhulyied

rho Moolvfock!', ,110 111,00 ol 1110

0101111C11 ille1111'11N,111;11 11140

'11P Earth rocks:although the propor
lions are different Mop) rocksC011
tam mote of Ole 1:0111flion elemerils

aluminum, and titanium than



8 dp most Earth rocks Rarer elements
hke'halnium and zirconium, which
have high melting points, art) also
more plentiful in lunar tucks How
ever, ether elements like sodium.and
pdtassium, which have low r'neffing
points, are scarce in lunitr material
Because Moon 'rocks are kher in
high-ternpiwure elements and eon,

in less Wtemperature elements,
dentists believe Mat the material
hat formed the Moon was once

heated to much higher temperatures
than material that formed the Earth

The chemical cornQosition of the
Moon also is different)e different
places. Soon after the Moon lormed,
various eleinents sorted themselves
out to form different kinds ol rock
Thp light-colored highlands are rich
in calcium and aluminum, while the

4

II

1/4

111,111,Icontain kss Of

those elements and nun)
iron, and magnesium

(3) What N the Inside of the Moon
Ike?

Sensitive instruments placed on the'

kihar sydace,by the Apo lk) astro
nauts ilft! Stilt recording the toy vibra
hons.causedIN Fneteunte impactq on
the surface..ol the Moon and by small

"moonquakes- de'ep.wttpin it These

vibrations provide Ihe ..efata from

which scientists, determine what the
inside of Ihe Moon is like

About 3,000 moonquakes are de,
tecteg each year All of them are very
weak by terrestrial standards The'
average moonquake releases about
as much energy as a firecracker, and
the whole Moon releases less than
one-ten-billionth of the earthquake

°energy al the Earth The mooriquakes
occur about 600 to 800 kilometers
(370 to 500 miles) deep inside the
Moon, much deeper than almost all
the quakes on our own planet. Cer-

s 1 1

4

t110 kinfti 1710011(1IhilkOS 01.:C111

about the same lime every month,
suggesting that they are. Inggened by
repeated tidal strains as the Moon )

nioves ri 11! orbit arOuncl TI ie Earth

A picture of the inside ol thir Modh
lias sk)wly been'out together Iron)
Ihe records of thousands of 1110011.,
quakt!fi, meteorite impacts, arid ttie
deliberate impacts ol discarded
Apollo rocket stagesprito the MOon

,The'Moon is not uniform inside,.but is
divided .intai sefleS of (Ayers just as
the Earth is, although tho layers ol
the Earth and Mourn ar

me

different. The

outermost part of the oon is a sr ust

about 60 kilometers (37 miles)
probably composed of calcium . d

aluminum rich rocks like thos und

ira the highlands Beneath this crust is

b



a thick layer of denser rm:k (tho
mantle) whion extends (koin to molt,

than 800 kilometers (SOO mul)S)
4

(Figure f).
The deep interior of the .Ma 1r,i

Still unknown Tha tvloon rnay contain
a small iron core tt its conlor, dint
there is some evidence that the Moon
may be hot apd evon pafIly molten
inside

The Moon does not MOW haw
'magi/etc fieki like the i I I I h s, anclp

the roost baffling and unexpected

Rots 7 A SO Through the Itioon. rho
llIteflOI l f 11 0 Mo(11) can now h e (1110(1f4f 11$

riplot ult mt.

(11-,covory ni 0iworyerl
01 tIII 010 11,0,1c It it ()filo

IlkIII,10,1110II lc, fruit 100(1 kill

01411'111 ftlottnek hold 117,11 !;ortichow

itr411)0.,itmt the 1)111 hm,II toch,

tormol
()tit, WI! 11,1v1` Atilt! lb

Isinrt `,() MII01 thl' M0011!

InIctior i IIilt thr, 10!',Irublefils

Mare /Basalt Laval

Deep Moon (hakes

layers as screntists interpret (lat,i cull to'fr41°
refurnwl from /no onents On the lunar NI If frj(

The Won haa fl outer crwit an inner M,ttillti
an( I an irinermost zone ern may still be
partly molten Nth," thls innerrnot,one
2200 kilorneiers ( WOO mdei) (Kimeter thew.

may ems? a srnalOr metal/to core (dashffl
prole) Most moonaokes (Nock suiiare!?
occur deep wIthod) the Moon

,I he funar sAtar,e ancrust are not iinikwni
The Earth-racing see is relatively srnix iii an(

shows large accumulations tit I,wa bla4
The tar side is rnuch'rrnrrnruir1 i(f has 3

thicker crust and almost no lava The 44 yam

not to scale and Me ruggeclness of
Moon's far side has been exaggerati

kiapted frorn data proOded b'y A li/t. Dainty
N R naps and M N Toksdz )

,

'
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exOeriments setup by the Apollo 15
and 17 rnissiOns has Made it poSsi-I ble to determine .more accurately the
amount of heat:coming out,of the':
Moort This heat' flow is a basic .
indicater of the ternperature.'and
composition .of the inside:oflhe
Moon. The new value, abbut two7

-' thirds. of.the value calctilated frOrn

. earlier -data, is equal ta about one-
. third the amount.of ha now corning
cut of the inside:of. the Earth. As a
result, we can nbw procfuce better
models of what the inside of-the.

-Moon is like. ... _ 4

As friey probed .thefunar interior,
the.Apollo instruments haNie provided
information about the space environ-
ment near the Moon. For exiample,
the sensitive devices used to detect
moonqiiakes have also recolded the

u

..Vibrafions caused by ihe impacts of
small meteorites onto the lunar 'Sur-

lace. We now have long-term NcordS
of hOw Often meteorites strike the
Moon, and 4 have learned that
these impacts do not always occur at.,..
random. Somesrharmeteorites seem
to travel ih groups. Several Suc'h .

swarms, composed of 'metebrites
weighing a few pounds each, struck.
the Moon' in 1975. The detection of
such event§ is giving scientists new .

,idda.s about the distribution,of-meteo-
rites and cosmic dust in the solar -
system.
. The long ifettithe..of the Apolló
instruments has also made several
coOperative projects possible. For ex-
ample, ourinstruments were still
making magnetic rtleasureMents at
several Apollo lending sites when,
elsewhere oh-lhe mOon, the, Russians

landed Similar instrtirnents attached
to their two automated Junar roving
vehicles (Lunoktiods). By making sr-r.
multaneous measurements and ex-

Figure

changing data, A encan a d Bus- ' 11

sian scientists hay not only provided,
.8 small exaMple it international co-
operation.in spab , but they haye

jointly obtained a bette picture of the
magnetic proper ies of. the Moon and

the space aroun it.
lb

. (4) What is the Moon's surface like?

Long before4h Apollo Program Sci-
entists could s e that the.Moon's
surface was complex.'Earth-based
telescopes,co Id distinguish the level
maria and.the rugged ,highlands.
could reeogn ze countless circular
craters, rugg d mountain ranges,
and deep winding.canyons or Nies:

Because of the Apollo explorations,
we have no learned fhat all these
lunar lands apes are. covered bya
layer of fin broken-up powdei -and

rubble abo t 1 to 20 meters (3 to 60
feet) deep. This layer is usually called

6. The Smallest of Craters. The bornbardment ol the lunar sudace
by cosmic.particlesof all sizes is graphically illustrated by Figures 8 and 9.
Figure 8 (left) shows a cratered spherule of lunar g/ass less than a
millimetbr (1125 inch) in diameter.'The spherule, collected from the lunar
soil, was once struck and shattered by an even smaller particle of cosmic
dust that blasted'a crater in the glass surface.
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12 thelunar soil," although it containS
,go water, or organic.material, and itvis

ototally different from soils for'med on
tartp by the action of wind, waler,
and life. ,

The lunarsO4 is something entirely
new to scientists, for it could only
have tefeen formed on.the surface of

'an airless body like the Moon. The
soil hasbeenbuilt up 'overtillions'Of
years by the continuous ,b6mbard-

rnent of the unprotected-Moort-bli
large and small meteohtes, most of
which would have burned up if they

,had entered the Earth's atmosphere.
The Se meleorites form craters

'when they hit the MoontTiny parti-
cles of cosmic bust Produce micro-
scopic craters perhaps 1/1000 of a
millimeter (1125,000 inch) across,
while the rare impact of a large bddy
may blast,ow a crater many kilome-

ters, Or miles,- in diameter (Figure 8
and 9). Each of these impacts s at-
ters the-solid rock, scatters mate ial
around the crater,,and stirs'and
mNes the soil. As a result, the I nar

soil is. a well-Mixed sample of a large
area of the Moon, and single s m-
oles of lunar soil have yielded ock
fr.agments whose source was
hundrechrof kilorneters from t e col-

lection site. .p,

Howpver, the lunar soil is. ore

than ground-up and rewor4 4unar
rock. It is the boundary laye be-
tween the 'Moon and outr s ace,
and it.abtorbs ihe matter a d energy
that strikethe Moon from th Sun and

the rest of:tkie uaiverse. Ti bits of

cosmic.4USt and high-ene uyatomic
particles that would be st ped high

in the Earth's protective a osphere

rain continually onto the s rfaCe. of ,

the Moon. t

(5) How old,is the Moo ?
Scienhists.gow think tOat the solar

system fi(gt came into b ing as a

'huge, whirling, disk-shaped clou
gas and dust. Gradualky the clo
collapsed inward. The central p rt

. became massive and hot, forMi g
the Sun. Aroünct the Sun, the d st'
formed small objects that rapid y 'col-
lected together to form the larg
planetsand satellites that we ee
today.

By carefully measiming the adioac-.
4ive elements found in rocks, cien-

lists carvietermine how old t e rocks
are. MeasuremeRts on mete rites in-*
dicate that the forMation of t e solar.
systern occurred 4.6 billion ears

ago. There is chemical ev' ence in
both lugar arxt terrestrial ro ks that .1

-
Er ure 9. The Largest of Craters. This is the mammoth ringed bulPs-eye of
M re Orientale as first seen by.the U.S. Luna6Orbi1er 4 in early 1968. The
st ucture, about 750 kilometers io diameter, records the catastrophic effect

. o an asteroid some 25 kilometers (15 miles},in djameterthat impacted
but 4 billion years ago.
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14 the Earth and Moon also formed at
that time. However,.the oldest known .

rocks on Earth are only 3.8 billion ,

years old, and scientiststhink that the
older, rocks haye been destroyed by
the Earth's confinuing volcanism,:
mountain-building, and erosion. t

The Moon rocks fill invsome of this

gap in time between thetEarth's old-
est preserved rocks and the form-
tion of the solar system. The lavas
from the dark maria are the Mdon's
youngest rodks, but they' are as, old
as the oldest rocks found on Earth,
with ages of 3.1 to 3.8 billion years.
Rocks from the iitnar,highlands are
even older. Most highland samples
have ages of 4.0 to 4.3 billion years,

' 6

Some Moon rocks,preserve traces of
even older.lunar events. Studies of

Itbese rocks indicate, that widespread
'melting and ohernical separation

.iwere going, on within the Mobn al9ut ,
4.4 billiowyears ago, or not long after
the Moon had fd-rned.

One of the techniques used tO
establish this early 'part-of lunar his-
tory is a new age-dating method
'(involving the elements neodymium
and samarium) That waS not even
possible when the first Apollo sam-

,ples were returned ln 1969. The
combination of new instrrents and
careful protection of the lOnar sam-
ples from contamination thus make it'
possible to understand better the,
early history of the Moon.

Even More exciting is the discovery
that a,few lunar rocks seem to record
the actual formation of the Moon..
Some tiny, green, rock fragments col-
lected by the Apollo 17 astronauts

tf). 17

havd yielded an apparent age of 4.6
billion years; the time at which scien-
tists think that the Moon and thdsolar

, system lorrried..arly in 1976, scien7
,tists identifig another Apollo 17 crys-

, talline rock with the same oncient
age'. These pieces may be some of
the first material that solidified frdm
the once-molten Moon.

(6) What is the history of the Moon?

The first few hundred million years of
the Moon's lifetime were so violent
that few traces of this time remain.
Almost immediately after the Moon
formed, its outer part was completely

.'. melted io a depth of several burkired
kilometers. While tnis molten laypr
gradually cooled and solidified into
different kinds of,rod<s, the MOOR
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waS bombarded by,Ouge asteroids
ancjsmaller bodies. 'Some of these,.
asteroids were the size of small,
states, like Rhode lslahd or Delaware,
and thert collisions with the Mooh

,created huge basins hundreds of
'kilometers across.

This catastrophic bcimbardment
died away about 4 billion years ago, .

leaving the lunar highlands cOvered
with huge overlapping craters and a
deep layer of shattered and broken
rock (Figure 10). As the bombard-
ment, sUbsided, heat 9oduced,by
the decay of radioactive elements
began to melt the inside of theMoon
at depths of abOut TO kilometers,
(125 miles) below it? surface.. Then,
for the next half billioyears, from
about 3.8 to 3.1 billion .stears'ago,

A

'great floods or lav,a rose.from inside

the Moon and poured out over itk sur-
face, fihling in the large impaCt basins
to form the, dark daft of the Moon that .6r.w see today . ,

As far as we now now, the Moon
haS been quiet since 'the last Javas

erUpted more than 3:;billiorryears
ago. Since then,' theiMoon's surface
has been altered.ohl by rareslarge

meteorite impacts and by 'atomio4par-
tides from the Sun and the stars. The

'lguie10. The Rubble of Ages:This fragile white, feldspar-rich
1.1nar rock, collected by the Apollo 16 astronauts, rs a sample-ol the
Material that cOver,s the light-colored highland regions of the Moon
;This unsual specimen, called a breccia, is composed of numerous
;pieces of many kinds of rock with different sizes, shapes, colors.
and compositions The mixture of broken and cruShed rocks in this
specimen records the continuous bombardment of the Moon by
large cosmic tiodies more than 4 billion years ago, an event that Jell

1 the 'Moon's surface covered with a thick layer of shattered rubble
The specimen IS about 10 centimeters (4 inches) across

.Mopn has preserved, features formed
almost '4 billion years ago. and if men
had landed oh the Moon a billion '
years ago, it would have looked very
much' as it does now. The surface of
the Mooh,how'changes so slowly that
the footprints left by the,Apollo astro-
nauts. will remain clear and sharp for .

millions of years.
This foreserved ancient history of

the Modn is in sharp Contrast trA the
changing Earth. The Earth still be-

, et,

h' sc.
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16 haves like adoung .planet, Its internal
heat is active, and volcanic eruptions
'and mountain-building have gone on
cOntinuously as,far back a§ we can
decipher the rocks. AcCording to new
geological theories, even the present
ocean basins are less thati about 200
million years old, having fotmed by
the slow separation .of huge Moving

plates that make up the Earth's crust.

(7) Where did the Moon cove from?

Before we explored the NACton; there

, were three main suggestions to ex-
plain its existence: ihat it had formed'
near the Earth as a separate body;
that it had separated from the 'Earth;

and that it had formed soniewhere
else and been captured by the .Earth.

'Scientists still cannot decide be- s

" tween these three theories. However,
we have learned that the Moon
färme.d as apal,of our solar systern
a'ndtha it haszx.ped as an individ-
ual body for 4.6 billion years. Separa-
tion from the Earth is now considered
less likely because there are man'
basic differences ihchemical coMpo-
sition between the two'bodies, such
as the absence of water on the
MoOn. But the other two theories dre
still evenly matched in their strengths
and weaknesses..We will need ,more
data and perhaps some new theorieS
before the origin of the Moon is
settled.

19

WHAT HAS THE
MOON TOLD US
ABOUT THE EARTH?

It might seem that the active, inhab-
, ited Earth has nothing ln common

with the quiet, lifeless Moon, Never-
theless, the scientific discoveries of
the Apollo.Program haVe provided
netw:and unexpected, look into the

ethly history of our own planet. Scien-
tists think that all the planets formed
in the same way, by the rapid accU-
mulation of small bodies into larger
ones abotit 4.6 billion years ago. The"
Moon's, rock§ contain the traces of
this process of planetary cieation.,
The 'same catastrophic impacts and
widespread melting that we ricog-
nize on the Moon must alsO. htve
dominated the Earth during' its early,

'

Figure 11. An Ancient impact Scar on the Earth.
Viewed troraarlArile of 500 miles, the circular
Manicouagan sTrYagle ih Queb.Canada, stands
out Olearly in this picture taken fronl- NASA's Land-
sat-1 satellite. Geological studies haye shown that

. this structure, formed-atok200 rnVion years ago bj
the impact of a large astdrOid, wat once a crater
about 80 kilometers (50 mile's) in diameter, about the
size of many large lunar craters. Although deeply
eroded sinceit torined, the central region (sue-

,' rounded by the black-appearing waters of a Yeser-
yoir) still preserves rocks that were shattered and
melted by the catastroPhic force of rthe impapt.

'

44.4 :.4
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18 years, arid about 4 billion years'ago

the Eart may have lboked much the
same as the Moon d.oes now.

The two worlds then took different
paths. The Moon became quiet while.
the,Earth c-ifirgiued to generate

Ountains, volcanoes, oceans, an, at-
,mbsphere, and life. The Moon pre-
served its ancient rocks, while the
Earth's older rocks Were continuallY
destroyed anecreated as nger
ones.

The Earth's oldest pre§erved rock§,
3.3 to 3.8 billion years old, occur as
small remnants irl Greenland, Minne-
sota, and Africa. These rocks are not

-like the lunar lava flows of'the same
age. The Earth's most ancient rocks

. are granites and Sediments, and they
tell us that the Earth already had
mountain-building, running water',
oceans, and life at a time when`the
last lava flows were pauring out
across the Moon.

In the same way, all traces of any
'. intense early bombardment of the.

Earth ave been destroyed. The

L

recorti-of later impacts remains, how-
eVer, in nearly 1C0 ancient impact

',structures that t6./e been recognized
_on the Earth in'recent years. Some/of
'these syuctures are the.depty
eroded remnants of crater5k ler&

...as those of the Moon (rigure f-1) and
they/give us a way to study on-Earth
'the process that once dominated

oth the Earth and Moon.
Lunar science4s also making other...,

contribOtions to ttra study of the
'Earth. The new techniques devek

ape to analyze lunar sarpplevere
now eihg applied 'to terrestrial rocks.

9eiical 'analyses can now be made
on samples weighing only 0.001
gram (3/100,000 ounce) and the
ages of terrestrial rocks can ngw be
measured far more accurately than
before. Apollo. These new techniqvs.
are already helping us to better urr-
derstand the origin of terrestrial vol-
canic rocks', to identify riew occur-
rences of the Earth'soldest rocks,
and to probe further into the origin of
terrestrial life more than 3 billion
years ago.

.

,2 1

-WHAT HAS THE
MOON TOLD US
ABOUT THE SUN?

One of the most exciting results of
the Apollo Program is that, by.going
to the Moon, we nave also been able
to collect sample's of theSun.

The surface of the Moon ',Is contin-
ually exposed to the solar wind, a
stream of atoms boiled into space
from the tun's atmosphere. Since the
Moon formed, the lunar soil has trap-
ped billions of tons.of ttiese atoms
ejected from the Sun. The soil also
contains traces of .cosmic rays pro-
duced outside our own solar system..
These high-energy atoms, probably
produced inside distant stars, leave
permanent tracks when they strike .

Articles in the lunar soil (rigure 12).,
Byanalyzing the soit sampleS re-

turned from the Moon; we have been.
able to determine the chemical com-
position of the, matter ejected by the



Sun and thus learn mcxe oboUt Flow:
the Sun operates. ); major surprise. -1"

Was the discovery that the material in. -

ooind is not the same as that

in the S itself. The ratio orhydro--
gen to t elfum atoms in the solar wind

f that reaches the Moon is about 20 to
1. Butithe, ratio of these atonis in. the

Sun, as measured with Earth-based
finstrurnents, is only 10 to 1. Some
unexplained process in the SUn's

outer atmOsphere apparently oper-

. ales to eject the lighter hydrogen
atoms in preference to the fieaVier

helium atoms.- \
Everunore important is the fad-

that the lunar soil stiH preserveirna-
terial ejected bY the Sun in the past.

1111111,411111r--

j 1'
0,

Figure 12. The Tracks of the Stars. )tort
tracks made over millipns of years by fast-
moving charged atomic particles that,were
shot out of the Sun and other stars to
eventually strike the surface of the Moon
crisscross a tiny crystal collected from,the
lunar soil. The picture shows an .area.about a
tenth of a millimeter. across. The tracks, made
visible by etching the crystal, are only a few
hundredths of a millimeter long! Such grains,
which may have trapped atomic particles for
milfions of years, preserve among other things,
a unique record of the past activity of our Sun.

(Photograph courtesy of Dr. A. L Fleischer,
from Science; v. 167, p. 569, 30 January 1970
(c)fhe American Association for the
Advarkerhent of ,Science. Use& by

it
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20 . We now have a.unique opportunity to
stuck the past behavior of.the Sun,
qur very existence depends on the
Slin's activity, and by understanding
the Sun's past history, weican hope
to predict better its future behavior.

Thesqudies of the.lunar soil are
only bdginning, but what we have
learned about the_Sun.so far is
reasiuring. Stich chemical features
as the ratio of hydrogen to helium
and the amount of iron in sol
Material show nO change for at ldst
the past few Plundiechehousand

yeAf Thelunar amples are telling
-us'that the Sun, in the recent paSt,

. hg behaved very much-as it does
today, making us optimistic that the
Sun will remain the same for the

.

and 17 missions, three long cores of
lunar.soil were obtained by.drilling
hollow tubes into the soil layer. These
core tubes penetrated as much as
three meters (10 feet) deep. Theo
layers orspil in these cores contain a
well-preserved history of the Moon .

andlhe Sun that may extend.as far
back as one and a half billion years.
No single terrestrial"sample contains
such a long record, and no one
knows how much can be learned
when ajl the cores are. cerefully
Opened and studied. Certainly we will
learn more about the ancient history
of the stir and oon. We may even

find traces of e movement of the
Sun and the solar system through
different regions Of our.Milky Way

foreseeable future. Galaxy. ?'

As far as the ancient history . of the
Sun is concerned, the most exciting
lunar samples have not yet been fully
examined. During the Apollo 15, 16,

WHAT ELSE ,

CAN THE MOON
TELL US?

Although the Apollo Program Officially.
ended in 1972, the active study of
the Moon goes on. More than 125
teams of scientistsL are studying the

returned lunar samples ancr analyzing
the information that continues to .

come from the instrumenis on the .

Moon. Less.than 10 per. aent of the'.
lunar sample material has yet been
studied in detail, and more results will
emerge.as new'rocks and soil sam-,,
ples are examined.

The kientific.resultsOf the Ap011o
.Program have spread .far beyond the,
Moon itself. By studying the Moon, .

we have learned hOw to go abOut the
business of exploring*other planets.
The Apollo Program proved that we
could apPly to anothbr world the
methods' that we have used to learn
about the Earth. Now the knowledge
gained from the Moon is being used
with the photographs returned Ey .

tyar ers 9 and 10 to understaKd the
hit6ries of Mercury and Mars and to
interpret the data returned by the
Viking mission to Mars.

The Moon has thus become an

2 3
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important Ike to dolving, several fun-

flamental "Ou tions about the other

*nets: ';

(1) What lithe irly history of
planipts?

The first half-billion years of the
Moon'S lifetime were dominated by
intense and,widespread melting; by
catastrophid rneteo* impacts, and.
by great eitJptions ()peva. Now
close-up pictUres of the planefs Mer-
cury. and Mars shdw heavily.-c ratered.

regidns and .definitevCICanic.struc-
tures,. indicating that these planets
also have been affected by the same
prodesses that shaped the. Moon

when it was young. Such episodes of
early bombardinent and volcanic
eruption seem to,be part of the fife
*stOry of planets. Our own Earth must

have had a.similar histOry, even -

though the traces of these primordial
events have been removed by later
changet.

(2) How do planets develop mag-
netic fields?

We have kr-town for ceraturies that the

art has a strong magnetibfield.
'However, we still do not knew exactly
how the Earth's field formed., why its

strength vaties, or why it reverses
itself every few hundred thousand

years or so., .. /

One wayl,to learn about..the Ear s.

magnetic field is to study the
netic fieldok other planets. Irvfhis ,

respect, the Moon is surprising. 'It has
no magneticfield today, but -its rocks
suggest that ut had a strong magnetic
field in the j*t. If.the Moon did-have
an ancient magnetic field that some-
now "switcheçi off- about 3 billion
year,s ago,-.th n continued study of

theMoon-ma help us learn how
magnetic fieldSare Produced in other
planets, includkng our own. 1

(3) How did.li, originate?

Even the lifeless lunar oil contai4.-
simple molecules forme .by reaction .
between the soil partici s d atomS.

of carbon, oxygen, and ni ogen that
come from the Sun. In a More favora-
ble environment, these simple mole-
cules might react further, forming the
More complex molecules ("building
'blocks") needed for fhe development
of life. The stehle Moon thus sug-
geSts thathe basic ingredients for
life are common in the universe, and
further study of th lunar soil will tell

us about, the chemi t reactions that

occur in space before life develops.
.

2 4.
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WHAT MYSTERIES
REMAIN ABOUT
THE MOON?

Despte the great scientific return
from the Apollo Program, there are

still many unanswered cluestions
about the Moon:

(1) What is the chemical composi-
tion of the whole Moon?

We have sampled only eight places

o the,Moon, with six APollo and two
Luna landings. The chemical analy-
ses made from orbit cover only abopt

a quarter of the Mbon's surface. We
still know little about the far-Side of

the.Moon and nothing whatever ,.

about the Moon's.polar regions.

(2) Why is the Moon uneven?

Orbiting Apollo spacecraft used a
laser device to measure accurately
the heights. Of peakS 5nd Valleys over

Much of the lunar Surface. From
these careful measurements, scien-
tists have learned that the Moon is

-not a perfect.sphere. It is slightly egg-
Shaped, with fhe small end ofthe
egg pointing toward the Earth and
the larger end fating away from it.

There are other major differences :

0



22 .between the two sides of the Moon.
The front (Earth-facing side), which is

the small end of the egg, is covered
with large dark areas Olch were
produced by great eruptions of ba-
salt.lava between 3 and 4 billion
years ago, However, the far sideof
.the Moon is almost entirely corn-

-posed cif light-colored, rugged, and
heavily cratered terrainident(cal to
the highland-regions on the front
side, and there are only a few .

-patches of dark lava-like material.
FuOermore, the Moon's .upper layer
(the crust), 'is also uneven. On the

'front side, ihefe the maria are, the
lunar crust is about 60 kilometers (37 .

miles) thick. On the back side, it is.

over 1.00 kilometers (62 miles) thick
(tigure 7),

Nie still do not knOw enough to
explain these different observation's.
perhaps the Moon points its small
end doward the Earth because of tidal

forces that have kept it trapped in
that position for billions of years.
Perhaps lava.erupted only on the
front.side because the crust was

'thinner there. These differences could
tell us much-about the early years of.

the Moon, if we could understand
them.

(3) !she Moon now molten inside?

We know that there were'great vol-
canic eruptions on the Moon billions
of years ago, but we do,not know
how long they continiied..To under-

stand the Moon's history completely,
we need to find out if the oside of
the Moon is still hot and' partly mol-
ten.'More informatiqn.about the heat
flow corning out of the Moon may-
help provide an answer

. ,

(4) Das the Moon have an iron
'ceire like the Earth?

This question is critical to solving the

puzzle of arKient lunar magnetism:1'AI
the-moment, we-have
that wecan net r rule out the

poSsible existenc of,a small iron
core nor prove 1.one is present. If
we can determin more accurately
the nature of the Moon's inten Land

114
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snalie more measurements ofhe
magneti4 on the lunar surfa e, we
may find a definite t nswer to the
bAffling question.

, 5

(5) How old are the youngest. lunar
rocks?

gene youngest rocks c011ected from
the Moon were formed 3.1 biIIioçj
years ago. We cannot.determinow
the Moon heated up and then cooled
again until we know whet-her these
eruptionewere the last or whethei
volcanic activity continued on the
Moon for a much longer time.

(V the Moon now really."dead"?

Unexplained occurrences of reddistv .
glows, clouds, and mists nave-been
reported on.the Moon's surface lor ,
over 300 yearis. These "lunar tran-
sient events., as they ale Called..are
still not. explained. It is important to
determine what they are; because
they may indicate regions where
gases-ancl-e-the-mater-Gts-are still

coming to the surface frOm inside the
,

Moon.



WHAT DO
0. -WE DO NOW?

ror all we have learnéd''abOut the .

:Moon. the exploration Of Our nearest
neighbor World has only just begun.
Much of the returned lunar sarnple
materiaVemains to be studied, and
.we will Continue to analyze the data

' from the instruments o-ri trce Moon' as

long as they Operate.
From what we have learned, .we

1
cartftiow confidently plan ways to use
.r_tne Moon t6 help ug understand
better the behavior of our own planet.

One such project iovolves_using sev-
eral reflectors that were placed on 7

the Moon by Apollo astronauts. By
bounCind a laser beam off these .

reflectors and back to Earth, we can
measure variations in the-garth-Moon
distapcer()fout 400,0b0 kilometers or
250,000 leS)- With an acciiracy of a

few centii-neters (a few inchekor one
part in.1O billion). Continued me`as-
urement of the Earth-Moon distance
as the Moon moyes in its orbit
around us will make it pOssible to

--recognize tiny variations that-exist
the Moon's motions. These variatidns

1 occur because the Moon is not quite
7a,uniform:sphere, and, these minqr

0

- -

movements contain'important clues
about what the inside..0 the Moon is.
like.

The laser reflectors, which need no'
power, will last on the tyloon for more
than a Centulty before being covered
with slow-moving lunar dust. Long
beforethat, continuous measure-
ments shRuld make it possible to
understand the internal structure of
the Moon. It may even be possible to
use the Moon to measure the slow

'movements of the Earth's continents
and oceans as they converge and
separate.

To further explore the Moon'itself,
,we can send machines in place of
men. An unmanned spacecPaft coUld.

irc.le the Moon from pole pole,

rY)eauringits chemicatcoposition,

r dioactivity, gravity, and magnetism.
This mission Would carry on'the tasks
begun 45/ the Apollo Program and
wotild produce physical and chemi-
cal Maps of the whole Moan. Such
an orbiter could also serve as a
prototype for later sacecraft and
instTuments to be put into orbit
arouna Mars or Mercury to map and
study those planets as we have
mapped and explored the Moon.

26

Other. spaeecraft, like the Russian 23

Lyna-16 and LUna-20.laiiders, could
rett rn smallsamples.lrom,locations
never before ;Isited: the far side, the'
pole's, or the sites of the puzzling
transient. events. Becauselof the
Apollo Progrpm, vie now know how to
analyze suCh small ,samples and how

to interpret correctly the data.We
oUtTV. Each landing and sample
return WoUld have a double purpóte:.
'tO teach us more .aboat the Mopn,
and icwhelp Os design the machlnes
that might return sarnpies from the
surfaces of Mars, Mercury, or,the
'moons Of jupiter..

Finally, we may see man return to
the Moon, not as a paSsing visitor but
as a long-term CHaent, building
bases from whicto explore the
MOon and erecting astronomicat in-

-struments that usethe Moon as a
platform from which to see deeper
into the mysterious'universe that sur-
rounds us.



SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURTHER.
READING

.24 Lewis, Robert S. (1974). The Voyage&
of. Apt The 'Eiploration of the .

. Moon. ewsYork, Quadrangle (The
New York Times Sook Co.), 308 p.,
pfice $12.50. A history of the entire
Apollo p.rogram and the scientific dis-
coveries made about the Voon, from
the first steps of Apollo 11 to the

.;10 .e.'splashdown ot Apollo 17.

Collins, Michael (1974). 'Carrying the
Fire: An Astrdnaut's Journeys. New
.Yôrk, Ballantine Books, 488 p.,, paper-

.
back, price4-1-r95,-A biographical.14_,

`. memoir by an Apollo 1.1. astronaelt,

describing hisprogresS from testpilot
through the Gemini and Apollo
missiohs, Anaentertaining presentation

. oj the personalities and technicalities,:
imOtved in g'oinglo the Moon..

, Taylor, S. R. (1975). Lunar Science: A
Post-Apollo View. New York, Perga-
mon Pres6, 372p.: paperback,- price
$9.50. An extensive textbook that de-
scribes in .detail the scientific results
from the Apollo program ahcl the state
of- present isnowledge abdui the na-'
ture, origin, and history of the Moon.
For scientists and advanced science

.4students.

,

Short, tlichOlas. M. (1974 Planetary
Geology. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
prentic&Hall, Inc., 361 p, price
$17.95. A college-level textbook that.
.summirizes the application of teues-`
trial geologyto lunar studies, the scien-
tific results from the 'Apollo program,
and tbe, new knowledge obtained
about other planets .by automated .
spapecraft.

King Elbert/A.. (1976). $pace
Geology. New York, John Wiley and

text for the advanced geology student,'
this book presents in deit ourtCurtent
knowledge about the geology ohne
solar system withOut discussing the,

history and teChnical detailS,of space

expioratidn. The 'chapters on mete-
orites, impact craters, the Moon, Mars,

and the asteroids are excellent
aummariOsof.the excitingscientific
discOveries that have been made in

the last few years'. 7

0.

(SP 950) Apollo Expeditions to the-
Moon.'Washington, D.C.,
Superintendent of. Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 326 pa. , 41'

price $8.90. Stock Number
033-000-00630-6. A historydf Ap011o
as:told by theApollo astronauts and
key 'NASA personnel. FoUr-color

illuStrations. .

,

For sale by thO Suwon. ntendent of Documents, U.S..Govergment Printing Office

Weshineton. O.C.'20402 - Price 70 cents' 0

Stock No. 033-000-00653-5

There*: mininitirri charge of it .00 for ee' oh mil order

NOTE FOR .

SCIENTISTS AND',
EDUCATORS.

The, Lunar Science Institute in Hous-
ton, Texas can provide further infor
mation about lunar science anct
about data resources'that are4aVaila-
ble. for sCrentifid and educational pur-
.poses. In particular, the Institute .
maintains lists of aVailable books,
-articles', photographs, maps, and
othervaterials dealing with the Moon
and the Apollo missions: For further
information, COntact:

Lunar Science Institute
.174_6Seriter.,. code r
3303 NASA Road #1
Houston, TX 77058
Phone' (713) 4885200

t.'

Induiries about participation in NASA-
..supported peograrns of researdh on

lunar samPles and otherasPeOts of
lunar science should be addressed to:

Deputy Director
Lunarand Plane.tary Programa Off ict

Code Sb
NASA, Headquarters

Washington, pc 20546
Phone (202) 755-3730.

&Otis!. Pl.lotograph hyv4pollo 12 crevii
captbred a 6rescent ,Earth rising abov6
the lunai, horizon .

. ,
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